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              NEUSPEEDÂ®

                    Performance Air
Intake Kits
                  

                    Increase airflow and power with our all-new air induction systems.

                  
Audi/VWMINI/FIAT


            





      
    


              NEUSPEEDÂ®

                    6-Piston
Big Brake Kit
                  

                    Designed, engineered, machined, and built in the USA for VW and Audi vehicles.

                  
PQ35/PQ46MQB/MQBe


            





      
    


              NEUSPEEDÂ®

                    Stainless-Steel Exhaust Systems
                  

                    Made in USA using T304 stainless steel material, with drone-canceling Helmholtz technology.

                  
AUDI/VWMINI/FIAT


            





      
    


              NEUSPEEDÂ®

                    RS Road Wheels
                  

                    Designed and built with performance in mind.
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NEUSPEEDÂ®

RS Road Wheels




          


            
              



      
    


MOTUL

Race-Bred Lubricants




          


            
              



      
    


NEUSPEEDÂ®

Official Merchandise




          


            
              



      
    


iSWEEP

Performance Brake Pads




          


  


  






  



      
    


        
                    TOTAL TEUTONIC TUNING
                  

                    For years, NEUSPEEDÂ® has been at the forefront of designing, engineering, and manufacturing not just parts, but comprehensive Automotive Performance Systems. While others may offer individual components, we specialize in creating harmonized solutions that extract the utmost performance from your vehicle.
Whether you upgrade incrementally or overhaul your car in one go, you can be confident of achieving peak performance consistently â€“ just start the engine and feel the difference! So, when considering upgrades, why settle for standalone parts when you can invest in a fully integrated system of engineered performance?

                  


      








        THE NEUSPEEDÂ® DIFFERENCE, SINCE 1975.


      

      
        
        	
              

      
    


STAINLESS-STEEL BRAKE LINES

                      Our brake line kits are expertly designed using superior stainless steel lines, fittings, and components. Utilizing advanced equipment and premium materials, we guarantee exceptional quality. Every kit is custom-made, demonstrating our dedication to outstanding craftsmanship and meticulous attention to detail.

                    

                

              

            
	
              

      
    


PERFORMANCE LOWERING SPRINGS

                      NEUSPEEDÂ® Springs are precision-engineered in Germany's foremost high-tech facility, meticulously produced from superior quality spring steel. They guarantee unmatched performance, safety, and longevity, maintaining an unwavering commitment to excellence. These springs are designed to maintain their integrity without settling or sagging, ensuring peak performance for your vehicle.

                    

                

              

            
	
              

      
    


AIR INDUCTION SYSTEMS

                      NEUSPEEDÂ® Air Induction and Intake Systems are engineered to boost horsepower, refine throttle response, and in many instances, increase fuel efficiency. Our kits include a high-performance air filter that is both washable and reusable, offering sustained value over time. Every product is carefully designed for an exact fit and easy installation, guaranteeing a smooth and efficient setup process.

                    

                

              

            
	
              

      
    


STREET & TRACK TESTED SWAY BARS

                      NEUSPEEDÂ® tubular Anti-Sway Bars are expertly engineered and rigorously tested for optimal performance. Enhance your vehicle's handling with our lightweight heavy-wall tubular bars, offering the same torsional rigidity as our solid bars. We exclusively use high-quality aerospace-grade steel materials, ensuring the pinnacle of performance.

                    

                

              

            
	
              

      
    


PLUG-AND-PLAY POWER MODULE

                      The NEUSPEEDÂ® Power Module is a remarkable device that empowers individuals to effortlessly enhance the performance of their VAG 1.8/2.0 TSI (Gen3 engine) without compromising the reliability or integrity of the engine, clutch, and driveline. It provides an unparalleled opportunity to optimize power without sacrificing dependability.

                    

                

              

            
	
              

      
    


TRUE FRONT MOUNT INTERCOOLER

                      Unleash the cool power of our front-mounted intercooler â€“ where performance meets precision. Engineered for optimal airflow and heat dissipation, this intercooler takes the lead in boosting horsepower and efficiency. With a sleek design and direct exposure to the incoming air, it's the driving force behind cooler, more responsive performance.

                    

                

              

            
	
              

      
    


HI-PERFORMANCE, LIGHTWEIGHT BRAKING SYSTEMS

                      Our high-performance, six-piston brake caliper, notable for its lightweight design, sets a new standard in stopping capability. It's a fusion of precision engineering and aerodynamic styling, optimized for excellent heat dissipation and unparalleled performance, whether on the road or racetrack. Enhance your driving journey with the ultimate in braking sophistication.
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        NEUSPEEDÂ® STAINLESS STEEL EXHAUST SYSTEMS

              NEUSPEEDÂ® Stainless Steel Exhaust Systems stand out for their superior fit, finish, and performance. Made entirely from T304 stainless steel, these systems are designed for optimal flow and easy installation, featuring flanged joints. Their polished look with clean welds adds to the aesthetic appeal. Precisely engineered for specific applications and adhering to strict ISO-9000 standards, they guarantee a hassle-free bolt-on installation, while significantly improving throttle response and power.
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POLISHED REAR CANS W/ DRONE-CANCELING TECHNOLOGY

                  Two rear Helmholtz drone-canceling cans with unrestricted flow
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SIGNATURE SLASH-CUT TIPS

                  A NEUSPEED staple, these polished tips mix sport and class.
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QUALITY & PRECISION

                  T304 stainless steel mandrel bent tubing and precision fit flanges.
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LASER-CUT "(N)" BRACKET

                  Every little detail counts, and those in the know will understand that this is a superior unit.
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    2025 Volkswagen Golf GTI: The Evolution of a Legend
The Volkswagen Golf GTI has been a benchmark in the hot hatch segment for decades, offering an unparalleled blend of fun, functionality, and affordability. The 2025 model year brings significant...






            
	
              




      
    

        


    VW Unveils ChatGPT-Enabled VW Golf Mk8.2 at CES 2024: A Game-Changer in Automotive Tech
Get ready to buckle up and dive into the future of automotive technology! Volkswagen just dropped a bombshell at CES 2024, unveiling the latest iteration of its iconic VW Golf,...






            
	
              




      
    

        


    The All-Electric Volkswagen ID Buzz: Embracing a Modern Classic
Image Source: Unsplash Â  The Volkswagen ID Buzz has captured the hearts and imaginations of automotive enthusiasts around the world. With its iconic design and fully electric powertrain, this modern...






            
	
              




      
    

        


    VW introduces the Golf R Mk8, the most powerful production Golf of all time
I know, I know -- the front end is still ugly for most of you. But, let's look behind that, because it's the heart and soul that matter, amirite?! Volkswagen...






            
	
              




      
    

        


    The new Golf GTI Clubsport with NÃ¼rburgring driving mode
Volkswagen has been on a roll with vehicle announcements as of late! Just a few weeks ago, it announced the second electric-only vehicle, the ID.4. Then just yesterday, they announced...






            
	
              




      
    

        


    VW teases new compact SUV to slot below Tiguan
Herndon, VA â€” Volkswagen released the first image and video today of its new compact SUV. This new offering will slot under the Tiguan, and is the second proof point...






            
	
              




      
    

        


    REVEALED: The next-generation Volkswagen Golf GTI
This blog posting is a little late to the party, but it's no difference as really none of us have seen the car in person yet! We are really excited...






            
	
              




      
    

        


    VW Reveals 'ID.4' for it's First Long Range Electric Crossover
Volkswagen has just announced the name for its upcoming full-electric crossover, which they have dubbed the "ID.4"! The ID.4 is the second vehicle to be produced in VW's EV line,...
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                  Visit our help center

                        Expert help & advice

                      


                

                
                
                
              
	
                


                  Fast, free shipping

                        On orders $100+

                      


                

                
              
	
                
                
                


                  Returns & exchanges

                        All you need to know

                      


                

                
                
                
              
	
                

        

                  Buy-now, pay later

                        Finance interest free today
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                APS INC.

                      Automotive Performance Systems Inc. (APS) and its NEUSPEEDÂ®â€š and Neumann Distributing divisions are your number one source for aftermarket import performance products! We carry a large inventory of all the parts featured in our catalog and on our website. Our customer service is unrivaled, with the most knowledgeable support team in the industry.
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                        Sign up for exclusive offers, original stories, events and more.
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